Top quality recording performance with a wide range of media.

Now even faster!

DVD
- R 4x 2x +R
- RW 2.4x +RW

CD
- R 16x
- RW 10x

DVD/CD Writer
DVR-A06

Reads: DVD-R, DVD-RW, +R, +RW, DVD-ROM, DVD-Video,
**DVR-A06 Main Features**

- Superior compatibility and recording performance.
  The reliable performance and superior functions of Pioneer's DVD recording products have earned the respect and trust of customers. Now with the DVR-A06, we've created a DVD writer that is even easier to use and offers wider compatibility. It provides high write speed with various media: DVD-R: 4x; DVD-RW: 2x, 4x, 8x, 4x, 8x, 2x, 4x, 2x; CD-R: 16x; CD-RW: 16x.

- **Precision Recording Technology**
  The DVR-A06's development began by improving conventional algorithms and re-evaluating the read and write characteristics of DVD-RW media to apply a sequence that optimizes recording conditions. The DVR-A06 achieves approximately ten times better overwrite performance than previous Pioneer products. It also uses an industry-first DRTD/Distributed Real Time Defect Management technology offering a form of defect management that conforms to the DVD format without sacrificing write performance. The result is compatible writing even on discs that have been rewritten many times, without causing a degradation of disc quality.

- **Ultra DRA (Dynamic Resonance Absorber)**
  Imbalanced discs can cause vibrations that affect performance during high speed recording and playback. The DVR-A06 significantly reduces the effects of these vibrations with the implementation of Ultra DRA technology, allowing the high precision servo system to remain stable during both high speed recording and playback.

- **Other technologies for superior performance**
  - Smart laser drive technology
    Pioneer's advanced laser drive uses a pickup that incorporates a write strategy control circuit, ensuring stable write performance at high speed recording.
  - Liquid Crystal tilt technology
    Pioneer's liquid crystal tilt mechanism provides accurate and reliable operation with discs having uneven curvature or thickness. This superior mechanism is used for both recording and playback.
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**DVR-A06 Specifications**

- **Write support**

- **Read support**

- **Interface**
  - ATA/IDE (Master), ATAPI (Slave), IDE (Master), IDE/ATA (Slave), IDE/ATA (Master)

- **Audio interface**
  - 48kHz (24-bit)

- **Write Speed**
  - DVD-R: 4x, DVD-RW: 2x, DVD-RAM: 2x

- **Read Speed**
  - DVD-ROM (Single): 10x, DVD-ROM (Dual): 5x, CD-ROM: 24x

- **Access Time**
  - DVD-ROM: 120ms, CD-ROM: 120ms

- **Buffer capacity**
  - 8MB

- **Power requirement**
  - 9V DC (6 x 1.5 V alkaline batteries)

- **DVR-A06 Appearance**
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**Pioneer is a member of the RWPPi (RW Products Promotion Initiative)**

The RWPPi is an organization of 52 companies whose goal is to promote and popularize DVD-R/DVD-RW products, i.e., products developed on the basis of DVD-R/DVD-RW standards governing the recording and playback of DVD discs.

RWPPi website: http://www.rwppi.com
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**Contact**

- **PIONEER CORPORATION** - URL: http://www.pioneer.co.jp/products/
  - **PIONEER ELECTRONICS (USA) INC.** - URL: http://www.pioneerelectronics.com
  - **PIONEER EUROPE N.V.** - URL: http://www.pioneer-europe.com
  - **PIONEER ELECTRONIC ASIA CENTRE PTE LTD** - URL: http://www.pioneer.com.sg
  - **PIONEER (HK) LIMITED** - URL: http://www.pioneerhk.com.hk
  - **PIONEER CHINA HOLDING CO., LTD.** - URL: http://www.pioneerchina.com
  - **PIONEER ELECTRONICS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD.** - URL: http://www.pioneeraus.com.au
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**Pioneer Corporation**

Advancing Technology for Life
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**Safety Precaution**

Read the instruction manual before operating this product.